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When it comes to repairing corrupt Excel files, it often happens that there is no actual way to save your
corrupted Excel file. Omissions in the data often turn into obvious mistakes in the spreadsheet. To repair

damaged Excel files, you first need to understand how Excel stores data. It is easily possible to find a corrupt
Excel file, just after opening it, when it is actually quite obvious that something is wrong. Several times a
month, we come across corrupted Excel files. When you are trying to repair Excel files, the first thing you

need to do is find a workable version of Excel. On the other hand, many people come across corrupted Excel
files in situations when their Excel file gets corrupted or damaged. In such circumstances, repairing data is
the only way to save the Excel file. When it comes to repairing files, it is obvious that something has gone

wrong. When dealing with Excel files, you have to make sure to understand the structure of Excel files. Due
to this, it becomes extremely difficult to repair files and get rid of corruption. Corrupt files are also called

damaged files or corrupted files. Most of the time, file corruption occurs due to a corrupted hard drive, virus
infection, a power failure, and other reasons. Most cases of corruption involve the entire data, or an entire

table. Some cases also occur due to user's intention, accidentally deleting or copying a table's cell, etc.
Sometimes, the damage to the entire hard disk is permanent. If you're dealing with such a situation, you'll

have to make sure that you always have back-ups of the file, and that you spend the maximum time in
repairing it as well. This is why Stellar File Repair Toolkit is designed to repair corrupt Excel files. Some of the

basic steps in repairing a damaged Excel file are:
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